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Abstract—In recent years, neural network accelerators have
been shown to achieve both high energy efficiency and high per-
formance for a broad application scope within the important
category of recognition and mining applications. Still, both the
energy efficiency and performance of such accelerators remain
limited by memory accesses. In this paper, we focus on image
applications, arguably the most important category among recog-
nition and mining applications. The neural networks which are
state-of-the-art for these applications are convolutional neural
networks (CNNs), and they have an important property: weights
are shared among many neurons, considerably reducing the neu-
ral network memory footprint. This property allows to entirely
map a CNN within an SRAM, eliminating all DRAM accesses for
weights. By further hoisting this accelerator next to the image
sensor, it is possible to eliminate all remaining DRAM accesses,
i.e., for inputs and outputs. In this paper, we propose such a
CNN accelerator, placed next to a CMOS or CCD sensor. The
absence of DRAM accesses combined with a careful exploitation
of the specific data access patterns within CNNs allows us to
design an accelerator which is highly energy-efficient. We present
a single-core implementation down to the layout at 65 nm, with a
modest footprint of 5.94 mm2 and consuming only 336 mW, but
still about 30× faster than high-end GPUs. For visual processing
with higher resolution and frame-rate requirements, we further
present a multicore implementation with elevated performance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN THE past few years, accelerators have gained increasing
attention as an energy and cost effective alternative to

CPUs and GPUs [1]–[6]. Traditionally, the main downside
of accelerators is their limited application scope, but recent
research in both academia and industry has highlighted the
remarkable convergence of trends toward recognition and min-
ing applications [7] and the fact that a very small corpus of
algorithms—i.e., neural network-based algorithms—can tackle
a significant share of these applications [8]–[10]. This makes
it possible to realize the best of both worlds: accelerators with
high performance/efficiency and yet broad application scope.
Chen et al. [11] leveraged this fact to propose neural net-
work accelerators; however, the authors also acknowledge that,
like many processing architectures, their accelerator efficiency
and scalability remains severely limited by memory bandwidth
constraints.

This paper aimed at supporting the two main state-
of-the-art neural networks: 1) convolutional neural
networks (CNNs) [12] and 2) deep neural net-
works (DNNs) [13], [14]. Both types of networks are
very popular, with DNNs being more general than CNNs due
to one major difference, in CNNs, it is assumed that each
neuron (of a feature map) shares its weights with all other
neurons, making the total number of weights far smaller than
in DNNs. For instance, the largest state-of-the-art CNN has
60 millions weights [15] versus up to 1 billion [16] or even
10 billions [17] for the largest DNNs. Such weight sharing
property directly derives from the CNN application scope,
i.e., vision recognition applications: since the set of weights
feeding a neuron characterizes the feature this neuron should
recognize, sharing weights is simply a way to express that
any feature can appear anywhere within an image [12], i.e.,
translation invariance.

Now, this simple property can have profound implications
for architects. It is well known that the highest energy expense
is related to data movement, in particular DRAM accesses,
rather than computation [1], [18]. Due to its small weights
memory footprint, it is possible to store a whole CNN within
a small SRAM next to computational operators, and as a
result, there is no longer a need for DRAM memory accesses
to fetch the model (weights) in order to process each input.
The only remaining DRAM accesses become those needed
to fetch the input image. Unfortunately, when the input is as
large as an image, this would still constitute a large energy
expense.

However, CNNs are dedicated to image applications, which,
arguably, constitute one of the broadest categories of recog-
nition applications (followed by voice recognition). In many
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Fig. 1. Possible integration of our accelerator in a commercial image
processing chip.

real-world and embedded applications—e.g., smartphones,
security, and self-driving cars—the image directly comes from
a CMOS or CCD sensor. In a typical imaging device, the
image is acquired by the CMOS/CCD sensor, sent to DRAM,
and later fetched by the CPU/GPU for recognition processing.
The small size of the CNN accelerator (computational opera-
tors and SRAM holding the weights) makes it possible to hoist
it next to the sensor, and only send the few output bytes of the
recognition process (typically, an image category) to DRAM or
the host processor, thereby almost entirely eliminating energy
costly accesses to/from memory.

In this paper, we present an energy-efficient visual recogni-
tion accelerator, to be directly embedded with any CMOS or
CCD sensor, and fast enough to process images in real time.
Our accelerator leverages the specific properties of CNN algo-
rithms, and as a result, it is 54× more energy efficient than
DianNao [11], which was targeting a broader set of neural
networks. We achieve that level of efficiency not only by elim-
inating DRAM accesses but also by carefully minimizing data
movements between individual processing elements (PEs),
from the sensor, and the SRAM holding the CNN model.
We present a single-core implementation of the accelerator
down to the layout in a 65 nm CMOS technology, and extend
it to a multicore implementation to achieve higher perfor-
mance. The single-core version is with a peak performance
of 194 GOP/s (billions of fixed-point OPerations per second)
at 5.94 mm2, 336.51 mW, and 1 GHz, capable of processing
640×480 images at a frame rate of 11. The extended multicore
version further achieves a peak performance of 896 GOP/s
at 8.50 mm2, 1440 mW, and 1 GHz with 4 cores, capable of
processing 1280 × 720 images at a frame rate of 56. We
empirically evaluate our design on ten representative bench-
marks (neural network layers) extracted from state-of-the-art
CNN implementations. We believe such accelerators can con-
siderably lower the hardware and energy cost of sophisticated
vision processing, and thus help make them widespread.

II. SYSTEM INTEGRATION

Fig. 1 shows a typical integration solution for cheap cam-
eras (closely resembling an STM chipset [19], [20]). An image
processing chip is connected to cameras (in typical smart-
phones, two) streaming their data through standard camera
serial interfaces. More advanced processors already implement
rudimentary object detection and tracking functions, such as
face recognition [20]. The figure shows also the approximate
setting of our ShiDianNao accelerator, with high-level con-
trol from the embedded microcontroller and using for image
input the same memory buffers. Contrary to the fairly ele-
mentary processing of the video pipelines, our accelerator is
meant to achieve very significantly more advanced classifica-
tion tasks. One should notice that, to contain cost and energy

Fig. 2. Representative CNN architecture—LeNet5 [12]. C: convolutional
layer; S: pooling layer; F: classifier layer.

consumption, this type of commercial image processors go
a long way to avoid full-image buffering (which, of course,
for 8-megapixel images would require several megabytes
of storage). Input and outputs of the system are through
serial streaming channels, there is no interface to external
DRAM, and the local SRAM storage is very limited (e.g.,
256 KB [19]). These constraints are what we are going to use
to design our system. Our recognition system must also avoid
full-frame storage, exclude any external DRAM interface, and
process sequentially a stream of partial frame sections as they
flow from the sensors to the application processor.

III. CNN AND MAPPING PRINCIPLES

A. Primer on Convolutional Neural Networks

1) CNN: CNNs [12] and DNNs [13] are known as two
state-of-the-art machine learning algorithms. Both of them
belong to the family of multilayer perceptrons (MLPs) [21]
and may consist of four types of layers: 1) convolutional;
2) pooling; 3) normalization; and 4) classifier layers. However,
the two network types differ from each other in their con-
volutional layers—the type of layers dominate the execution
time of both types of networks [11]. In a CNN convolutional
layer, synaptic weights can be reused (shared) by certain neu-
rons, while there is no such reuse in a DNN convolutional
layer (see below for details). The data reuse in CNN naturally
favors hardware accelerators, because it reduces the number of
synaptic weights to store, possibly allowing them to be simul-
taneously kept on-chip. Fig. 2 illustrates the architecture of
LeNet-5 [12], a representative CNN widely used in document
recognition. It consists of two convolutional layers (C1 and
C3 in Fig. 2), two pooling layers (S2 and S4 in Fig. 2), and
three classifier layers (F5, F6, and F7 in Fig. 2). Recent studies
also suggest the use of normalization layers in deep learning
(local response normalization [LRN] [15] and local contrast
normalization [LCN] [22]). In this example, it is possible to
store the synaptic weights of C1/C3 layer in a 0.29/2.93 KB
size SRAM, as the total number of the synaptic weights is
only 118 KB.

2) Recognition Versus Training: A common misconcep-
tion about neural networks is that they must be trained
on-line to achieve high recognition accuracy. In fact, for
visual recognition, off-line training (explicitly splitting train-
ing and recognition phases) has been proven sufficient, and
this fact has been widely acknowledged by machine learning
researchers [11], [23]. Offline training by the service provider is
essential for inexpensive embedded sensors, with their limited
computational capacity and power budget. We will naturally
focus our design on the recognition phase alone of CNNs.

B. Mapping Principles

Roughly, a purely spatial hardware implementation of a neu-
ral network would devote a separate accumulation unit for each
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 3. Typical implementations of neural networks. (a) 1-D systolic. (b) 2-D
systolic. (c) Spatial neurons. (d) ShiDianNao.

neuron and a separate multiplier for each synapse. From the
early days of neural networks in the 80s and 90s, architects
have imagined that concrete applications would contain too
many neurons and synapses to be implemented as a singe deep
and wide pipeline. Even though an amazing progress has since
been achieved in transistor densities, current practical CNNs
clearly still exceed the potentials for a pure spatial implemen-
tation [2], driving the need for some temporal partitioning of
the complete CNN and sequential mapping of the partitions
on the physical computational structure.

Various mapping strategies have been attempted and
reviewed (see [24] for an early taxonomy): products, proto-
types, and paper designs have probably exhausted all possibil-
ities, including attributing each neuron to a PE, each synapes
to a PE, and flowing in a systolic fashion both kernels and
input feature maps. Some of these principal choices are rep-
resented in Fig. 3. In this paper, we have naturally decided to
rely on: 1) the 2-D nature of our processed data (images) and
2) the limited size of the convolutional kernels.

Fig. 3 presents four potential mapping strategies. The first
strategy in Fig. 3(a) is 1-D systolic mapping, which fails to
address the 2-D image data efficiently, as it cannot exploit all
possible data reuse in 2-D convolutions. The second strategy
in Fig. 3(b) is 2-D systolic mapping. Although this strategy
appeared to fit 2-D images naturally, it cannot flexibly support
various sizes of convolution kernels and other CNN layers
such as pooling and LRN. The third strategy in Fig. 3(c)
had been investigated by several recent works, where neu-
rons are mapped to the hardware implementation in a spatially
expanded manner [2] or a folded manner [11] (e.g., DianNao,
neurons are computed through multiple cycles by reusing the
hardware). This strategy orchestrates all computations as vec-
tor operations that can be efficiently processed by multiple
vector processing units. However, it does not fully take the
CNN nature, e.g., various kernel/input sizes, data reuse, and
sophisticated input data requirement, into account, leading to
remarkable waste of hardware resources for some CNNs. As
an illustrative example, we consider the mapping strategy of
the convolution layer of a popular neural network accelera-
tor, DianNao, which contains 16 multiplication-addition vector
processing units. Each unit focuses on its output neuron which
has same location with other units but on different output
feature maps, using shared neuron inputs and independent
synaptic weights; the input neurons are from different input
feature maps with same location, see Fig. 4(a) (Mo output fea-
ture maps which are in size of Nxout × Nyout are obtained by
convolving Mi Nxin × Nyin input feature maps with kx × ky
convolutional kernels). However, once the number of feature
maps does not exactly match the number and vector size
of the processing units, plenty of multipliers and adders in
such processing units will be wasted. An extreme case is that
the convolution layer contains only one input and one output
feature map [see Fig. 4(b)]. In this case, only one processing

Fig. 4. Convolutional layer mapping in DianNao [11]. (a) Typical con-
volutional layer. (b) Convolutional layer with only one input and output
feature map.

Fig. 5. ShiDianNao architecture.

unit in DianNao works on effective data while the rest ones are
idle, thus the real performance is only 1/16 of the peak perfor-
mance. Although DianNao has already optimized the mapping
strategy of the convolution layer, the inability to efficiently
handle various kernel sizes remains. Also, without considering
the 2-D nature of the convolution layer and the reuse of shared
kernels, DianNao needs to repeatedly load different kernels
and intermediated results into the processing units from the
on-chip storage, leading to considerable SRAM power con-
sumption. For example, in DianNao, the SRAM consumes
62% of the total on-chip power.

Overall, we have chosen the mapping in Fig. 3(d). Our
PEs: 1) represent neurons; 2) are organized in a 2-D mesh;
3) receive, broadcasted, kernel elements ωi,j; 4) receive
through right-left and up-down shifts the input feature map;
and 5) accumulate locally the resulting output feature map.

Of course, the details of the mapping go well beyond
the intuition of Fig. 3(d) and we will devote the complete
Section VII to show how all the various layers and phases
of the computation can fit our architecture. Yet, for now, the
figure should give the reader a sufficient broad idea of the map-
ping to follow the development of the architecture in the next
section.

IV. SHIDIANNAO ARCHITECTURE: COMPUTATION

As illustrated in Fig. 5, ShiDianNao consists of the fol-
lowing main components: two buffers for input and output
neurons (NBin and NBout), a buffer for synapses (SB), a neu-
ral functional unit (NFU) plus an arithmetic unit (ALU) for
computing output neurons, and a buffer and a decoder for
instructions (IB). In the rest of this section, we introduce the
computational structures, and in the next ones we describe the
storage and control structures.

Our accelerator has two functional units, an NFU accommo-
dating fundamental neuron operations (multiplications, addi-
tions, and comparisons) and an ALU performing activation
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Fig. 6. NFU architecure.

function computations. We use 16-bit fixed-point arithmetic
operators rather than conventional 32-bit floating-point oper-
ators in both computational structures, and the reasons are
two-fold. First, using 16-bit fixed-point operators brings
in negligible accuracy loss to neural networks, which has
been validated by previous studies [2], [11], [25]. Second,
using smaller operators significantly reduces the hardware
cost. For example, a 16-bit truncated fixed-point multi-
plier is 6.10× smaller and 7.33× more energy-efficient
than a 32-bit floating-point multiplier in TSMC 65 nm
technology [11].

A. Neural Functional Unit

Our accelerator processes 2-D feature maps (images), thus
its NFU must be optimized to handle 2-D data (neuron/pixel
arrays). The functional unit of DianNao [11] is inefficient for
this application scenario, because it treats 2-D feature maps
as a 1-D vector and cannot effectively exploit the locality of
2-D data. In contrast, our NFU is a 2-D mesh of Px ×Py PEs,
which naturally suits the topology of 2-D feature maps.

An intuitive way of neuron-PE mapping is to allocate a
block of Kx × Ky PEs (Kx × Ky is the kernel size) to a single
output neuron, computing all synapses at once. This has a
couple of disadvantages. First, this arrangement leads to fairly
complicated logic (a large MUX mesh) to share data among
different neurons. Moreover, if PEs are to be used efficiently,
this complexity is compounded by the variability of the kernel
size. Therefore, we adopt an efficient alternative: we map each
output neuron to a single PE and we time-share each PE across
input neurons (that is, synapses) connecting to the same output
neuron.

We present the overall NFU structure in Fig. 6. The NFU
can simultaneously read synapses and input neurons from
NBin/NBout and SB, and then distribute them to different
PEs. In addition, the NFU contains local storage structures into
each PE, and this enables local propagation of input neurons
between PEs (see inter-PE data propagation in Section IV-A2).
After performing computations, the NFU collects results
from different PEs and sends them to NBout/NBin or
the ALU.

1) Processing Elements: At each cycle, each PE can per-
form a multiplication and an addition for a convolutional,
classifier, or normalization layer, or just an addition for an
average pooling layer, or a comparison for a max pooling
layer, etc. (see Fig. 7). PEi,j, which is the PE at the ith row
and jth column of the NFU, has three inputs: one input for
receiving the control signals; one input for reading synapses
(e.g., kernel values of convolutional layers) from SB; and one
input for reading neurons from NBin/NBout, from PEi+1,j

Fig. 7. PE architecture.

Fig. 8. Internal bandwidth from storage structures (input neurons and
synapses) to NFU.

(right neighbor), or from PEi+1,j (bottom neighbor), depending
on the control signal. The PEi,j has two outputs: one output
for writing computation results to NBout/NBin; one output for
propagating locally-stored neurons to neighbor PEs (so that
they can efficiently reuse the data, see below). In executing
a CNN layer, each PE continuously accommodates a single
output neuron, and will switch to another output neuron only
when the current one has been computed (see Section VII for
detailed neuron-PE mappings).

2) Inter-PE Data Propagation: In convolutional, pooling,
and normalization layers of CNNs, each output neuron requires
data from a rectangular window of input neurons. Such win-
dows are in general significantly overlapping for adjacent
output neurons (see Section VII). Although all required data
are available from NBin/NBout, repeatedly reading them from
the buffer to different PEs requires a high bandwidth. We
estimate the internal bandwidth requirement between the on-
chip buffers (NBin/NBout and SB) and the NFU (see Fig. 8)
using a representative convolutional layer (32×32 input fea-
ture map and 5×5 convolutional kernel) from LeNet-5 [12]
as workload. We observe that, for example, an NFU hav-
ing only 25 PEs requires >52 GB/s bandwidth. The large
bandwidth requirement may lead to large wiring overheads,
or significant performance loss (if we limit the wiring
overheads).

To support efficient data reuse, we allow inter-PE data prop-
agation on the PE mesh, where each PE can send locally-stored
input neurons to its left and lower neighbors. We enable this
by having two FIFOs (horizontal and vertical: FIFO-H and
FIFO-V) in each PE to temporarily store the input values it
received. FIFO-H buffers data from NBin/NBout and from
the right neighbor PE; such data will be propagated to the
left neighbor PE for reuse. FIFO-V buffers the data from
NBin/NBout and from the upper neighbor PE; such data
will be propagated to the lower neighbor PE for reuse. With
inter-PE data propagation, the internal bandwidth requirement
can be drastically reduced (see Fig. 8).
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TABLE I
CNNS

B. Arithmetic Logic Unit

The NFU does not cover all computational primitives in a
CNN, thus we need a lightweight ALU to complement the
PEs. In the ALU, we implement 16-bit fixed-point arithmetic
operators, including division (for average pooling and nor-
malization layers) and nonlinear activation functions such as
tanh() and sigmoid() (for convolutional and pooling layers).
We use a piecewise linear interpolation ( f (x) = aix+bi, when
x ∈ [xi, xi+1] and where i = 0, . . . , 15) to compute activation
function values; this is known to bring only negligible accu-
racy loss to CNNs [11], [26]. Segment coefficients ai and bi
are stored in registers in advance, so that the approximation
can be efficiently computed with a multiplier and an adder.

V. ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTURE: STORAGE

We use on-chip SRAM to simultaneously store all data (e.g.,
synapses) and instructions of a CNN. While this seems surpris-
ing from both machine learning and architecture perspectives,
recent studies have validated the high recognition accuracy of
CNNs using a moderate number of parameters. The message
is that 5.36 KB–263.11 KB storage is sufficient to simultane-
ously store all data required for many practical CNNs and,
with only around 264 KB of on-chip SRAM, our accelera-
tor can get rid of all off-chip memory accesses and achieve
tangible energy-efficiency. In our current design, we imple-
ment a 460 KB on-chip SRAM, which is sufficient for all ten
practical CNNs listed in Table I. The cost of 460 KB SRAM
is moderate: 2.95 mm2 and 0.57 nJ per read in TSMC 65 nm
process.

We further split the on-chip SRAM into separate buffers
(e.g., NBin, NBout, and SB) for different types of data.
This allows us to use suitable read widths for the different
types, which minimizes time and energy of each read request.
Specifically, NBin and NBout, respectively, store input and
output neurons, and exchange their functionality when all out-
put neurons have been computed and become the input neurons
of the next layer. Each of them has 2 × Py banks, in order to
support SRAM-to-PE data movements, as well as inter-PE data
propagations (see Fig. 9). The width of each bank is Px × 2
bytes. Both NBin and NBout must be sufficiently large to store
all neurons of a whole layer. SB stores all synapses of a CNN
and has Py banks.

VI. ACCELERATOR ARCHITECTURE: CONTROL

A. Buffer Controllers

Controllers of on-chip buffers support efficient data reuse
and computation in the NFU. We detail the NB controller (used

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 9. Data stream in the execution of a typical convolutional layer, where
we consider the most complex case: the kernel size is larger than the NFU
size (#PEs), i.e., Kx > Px and Ky > Py. (a) Cycle #0. (b) Cycle #1 #(Kx −1).
(c) Cycle #Kx.

Fig. 10. NB controller architecture.

(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Fig. 11. Read modes of NB controller. (a) Read multiple banks (#0 to #Py-1).
(b) Read multiple banks (#Py to #2Py-1). (c) Read one bank. (d) Read a single
neuron. (e) Read neurons with a given step size. (f) Read a signle neuron per
bank (#0 to #Py-1 or #Py to #2Py-1).

by both NBin and NBout) as an example and omit a detailed
description of the other (similar and simpler) buffer controllers
for the sake of brevity. The architecture of NB controller is
depicted in Fig. 10; the controller efficiently supports six read
modes and a single write mode.

Without loss of generality, let us assume that NBin stores the
input neurons of a layer and NBout is used to store the output
neurons of the layer. Recall that NBin has 2 × Py banks and
the width of each bank is Px×2 bytes (i.e., Px 16-bit neurons).
Fig. 11 illustrates the six read modes of the NB controller.

1) Read multiple banks (#0 to #Py − 1).
2) Read multiple banks (#Py to #2Py − 1).
3) Read one bank.
4) Read a single neuron.
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Fig. 12. Data organization of NB.

5) Read neurons with a given step size.
6) Read a single neuron per bank (#0 to #Py − 1 or #Py to

#2Py − 1).
We select a subset of read modes to efficiently serve each type
of layers. For a convolutional layer, we use modes 1) or 2) to
read Px × Py neurons from the NBin banks #0 to #Py − 1 or
#Py to #2Py −1 [Fig. 9(a)], mode 5) to deal with the rare (but
possible) cases in which the convolutional window is sliding
with a step size larger than 1, mode 3) to read Px neurons from
an NB bank [Fig. 9(c)], and mode 6) to read Py neurons from
NB banks #Py to #2Py − 1 or #0 to #Py − 1 [Fig. 9(b)]. For a
pooling layer, we also use modes 1)–3), 5), and 6), since it has
similar sliding windows (of input neurons) as a convolutional
layer. For a normalization layer, we still use modes 1)–3), 5),
and 6) because the layer is usually decomposed into sublay-
ers behaving similar to convolutional and pooling layers (see
Section VII). For a classifier layer, we use mode 4) to load
the same input neuron for all output neurons.

The write mode of NB controller is relatively more straight-
forward. In executing a CNN layer, once a PE has performed
all computations of an output neuron, the result will be tem-
porarily stored in a register array of NB controller (see output
register array in Fig. 10). After collecting results from all
Px × Py PEs, the NB controller will write them to NBout
all at once. In line with the position of each output neuron in
the output feature map, the Px × Py output neurons are orga-
nized as a data block with Py rows, each is Px × 2-bit wide,
and corresponds to a single bank of NB. When output neurons
in the block lie in the 2kPx, . . . , ((2k + 1)Px − 1)th columns
(k = 0, 1, . . . ) of the feature map (i.e., blue columns in the
feature map of Fig. 12), the data block would be written to
the first Py banks of NB. Otherwise (when they lie in gray
columns in the feature map of Fig. 12), the data block will be
written to the second Py banks of NB.

B. Control Instructions

We use control instructions to flexibly support CNNs with
different settings of layers. An intuitive and straightforward
approach would be to put directly cycle-by-cycle control sig-
nals for all blocks in instructions (97 bits per cycle). However,
a typical CNN might need more than 50K cycles on an accel-
erator with 64 PEs; this would require an SRAM exceeding
600 KB (97 × 50K) in order to keep all instructions on-chip,
which is inefficient for an embedded sensor.

We choose an efficient alternative, which leverages algorith-
mic features of CNN layers to provide compact and lossless
representations of redundant control signals: We define a two-
level hierarchical finite state machine (HFSM) to describe the
execution flow of the accelerator (see Fig. 13). In the HFSM,
first-level states describe abstract tasks processed by the accel-
erator (e.g., different layer types and ALU task). Associated

Fig. 13. Hierarchical control finite state machine.

with each first-level state, there are several second-level states
characterizing the corresponding low-level execution events.
For example, the second-level states associated with the first-
level state Conv (convolutional layer) correspond to execution
phases that an input-output feature map pair requires. Due to
the limited space, we are not able to provide here all details
of the HFSM. In a nutshell, the combination of first- and
second-level states (an HFSM state as a whole) is sufficient
to characterize the current task (e.g., layer type) processed by
the accelerator, as well as the execution flow within a certain
number of accelerator cycles. In addition, we can also partially
deduce what the accelerator should do in the next few cycles,
using the HFSM state and transition rules.

We use a 61-bit instruction to represent each HFSM state
and related parameters (e.g., feature map size), which can be
decoded into detailed control signals for a certain number
of accelerator cycles. Thanks to this scheme, with virtu-
ally no loss of flexibility in practice, the aforementioned
50K-cycle CNN only requires a 1 KB instruction storage and
a lightweight decoder occupying only 0.03 mm2 (0.37% the
area cost of a 600 KB SRAM) in our 65 nm process.

VII. CNN MAPPING

In this section, we show how different types of CNN layers
are mapped to the accelerator design.

A. Convolutional Layer

A convolutional layer constructs multiple output feature
maps with multiple input feature maps. When executing a
convolutional layer, the accelerator continuously performs the
computations of an output feature map, and will not move to
the next output feature map until the current map has been
constructed. When computing each output feature map, each
PE of the accelerator continuously accommodates a single out-
put neuron, and will not switch to another output neuron until
the current neuron has been computed.

We present in Fig. 14 an example to illustrate how different
neurons of the same output feature map are simultaneously
computed. Without losing any generality, we consider a small
design having 2 × 2 PEs (PE0,0, PE1,0, PE0,1, and PE1,1 in
Fig. 14), and a convolutional layer with 3 × 3 kernel size
(convolutional window size) and 1 × 1 step size. For the sake
of brevity, we only depict and describe the flow at the first
four cycles.

Cycle #0: All four PEs, respectively, read the first input neu-
rons (x0,0, x1,0, x0,1, and x1,1) of their current
kernel windows from NBin [with read mode 1)],
and the same kernel value (synapse) k0,0 from SB.
Each PE performs a multiplication between the
received input neuron and kernel value, and store
the result in its local register. In addition, each PE
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 14. Algorithm-hardware mapping between a convolutional layer (con-
volutional window: 3×3; step size: 1×1) and an NFU implementation (with
2×2 PEs). In (a), data marked with same colors are the same data but required
by different PEs at different cycles (data with white color background do not
have such reuse during the showed first five cycles). (b) Corresponding data
movements in NFU.

collects its received input neuron in its FIFO-H
and FIFO-V for future inter-PE data propagation.

Cycle #1: PE0,0 and PE0,1, respectively, read their required
data (input neurons x1,0 and x1,1) from the
FIFO-Hs of PE1,0 and PE1,1 (i.e., inter-PE
data propagation at horizon direction). PE1,0
and PE1,1, respectively, read their required data
(input neurons x2,0, x2,1) from NBin [with read
mode 6)], and collect them in their FIFO-Hs for
future inter-PE data propagation. All PEs share
the kernel value k1,0 read from SB.

Cycle #2: Similar to cycle #1, PE0,0 and PE0,1, respec-
tively, read their required data (input neurons x2,0
and x2,1) from the FIFO-Hs of PE1,0 and PE1,1
(i.e., inter-PE data propagation at horizon direc-
tion). PE1,0 and PE1,1, respectively, read their
required data (input neurons x3,0 and x3,1) from
NBin [with read mode 6)]. All PEs share the
kernel value k2,0 read from SB. So far each PE
has processed the first row of the corresponding
convolutional window, and will move to the sec-
ond row of the convolutional window at the next
cycle.

Cycle #3: PE0,0 and PE1,0, respectively, read their required
data (input neurons x0,1 and x1,1) from FIFO-Vs
of PE0,1 and PE1,1 (i.e., inter-PE data propagation
at vertical direction). PE0,1 and PE1,1, respec-
tively, read their required data (input neurons x0,2
and x1,2) from NBin [with read mode 3)]. All PEs
share the kernel value k0,1 read from SB. In addi-
tion, each PE collects its received input neuron in
its FIFO-H and FIFO-V for future inter-PE data
propagation.

In the toy example presented above, inter-PE data propaga-
tions reduce by 44.4% the number of reads to NBin (and thus
internal bandwidth requirement between NFU and NBin) for

Fig. 15. Algorithm-hardware mapping between a pooling layer (pooling
window: 2×2; step size: 2×2) and an NFU implementation (with 2×2 PEs).

computing the four output neurons. In practice, the number of
PEs and the kernel size can often be larger, and this benefit
will correspondingly become more significant. For example,
when executing a typical convolutional layer (C1) of LeNet-5
(kernel size 5 × 5 and step size 1 × 1) [12] on a accelera-
tor implementation having 64 PEs, inter-PE data propagations
reduces by 73.88% internal bandwidth requirement between
NFU and NBin (see also Fig. 8).

B. Pooling Layer

A pooling layer downsamples input feature maps to con-
struct output feature maps, using maximum or average opera-
tion. Analogous to a convolutional layer, each output neuron
of a pooling layer is computed with a window (i.e., pooling
window) of neurons in an input feature map. When execut-
ing a pooling layer, the accelerator continuously performs the
computations of an output feature map, and will not move to
the next output feature map until the current map has been
constructed. When computing each output feature map, each
PE of the accelerator continuously accommodates a single out-
put neuron, and will not switch to another output neuron until
the current neuron has been computed.

In a typical pooling layer, pooling windows of adjacent out-
put neurons are adjacent but nonoverlapping, i.e., the step size
of window sliding equals to the window size. We present
in Fig. 15 the execution flow of one such pooling layer,
where we consider a small accelerator having 2 × 2 PEs
(PE0,0, PE1,0, PE0,1, and PE1,1 in Fig. 15), a 2 × 2 pool-
ing window size, and a 2 × 2 step size. At each cycle,
each PE reads an input neuron (row-first and left-first in the
pooling window) from NBin [with read mode 5)]. PEs do
not mutually propagate data because there is no data reuse
between PEs.

Yet there are still rare cases in which pooling windows of
adjacent neurons are overlapping, i.e., the step size of window
sliding is smaller than the window size. Such cases can be
treated in a way similar to a convolutional layer, except that
there is no synapse in a pooling layer.

C. Classifier Layer

In a CNN, convolutional layers allow different input-output
neuron pairs to share synaptic weights (i.e., with the kernel),
and pooling layers do not have synaptic weights. In contrast,
classifier layers are usually fully connected, and there is no
sharing of synaptic weights among different input-output neu-
ron pairs. As a result, classifier layers often consume the
largest space in the SB (e.g., 97.28% for LeNet-5 [12]). We
present the general scheduling of a classifier layer in Fig. 16.
When processing a classifier layer, each PE works on a single
output neuron, and will not move to another output neu-
ron until the current one has been computed. In each cycle,
Px × Py synaptic weights and a single input neuron for all
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Fig. 16. Scheduling of classifier layer.

Fig. 17. Decomposition of an LRN layer.

Fig. 18. Decomposition of an LCN layer.

Px × Py PEs are loaded to NFU (left part in Fig. 16). After
that, each PE multiplies the synaptic weight and input neu-
ron, and accumulates the result to the stored partial sum,
for obtaining the dot product associated with an output neu-
ron. The obtained result will be sent to the ALU for the
computation of activation function. Then the PEs start to com-
pute new Px × Py output neurons, as shown in the right part
of Fig. 16.

D. Normalization Layers

Normalization layers can be composed into a number of
sublayers and fundamental computational primitives in order
to be executed by our accelerator. We illustrate detailed
decompositions in Figs. 17 and 18, where an LRN layer is
decomposed into a classifier sublayer, an element-wise square,
a matrix addition, exponential functions and divisions; and an
LCN layer is decomposed into two convolutional sublayers, a
pooling sublayer, a classifier sublayer, two matrix additions,
an element-wise square, and divisions. Convolutional, pooling,
and classifier sublayers can be tackled with the rules described
in former sections, and exponential functions and divisions
are accommodated by the ALU. The rest computational prim-
itives, including element-wise square and matrix addition, are
accommodated by the NFU. In supporting the two primitives,

at each cycle, each PE works on an matrix element output
with its multiplier or adder, and results of all Px × Py PEs
are then written to NBout, following the flow presented in
Section VI-A.

VIII. EXPERIMENTAL METHODOLOGY

A. Measurements

We implemented our design in Verilog, synthesized it with
Synopsys Design Compiler, and placed and routed it with
Synopsys IC Compiler using the TSMC 65 nm Gplus High
VT library. We used CACTI 6.0 to estimate the energy cost
of DRAM accesses [36]. We compare our design with three
baselines.

1) CPU: The CPU baseline is a 256-bit SIMD (Intel Xeon
E7-8830, 2.13 GHz, 1 TB memory). We compile all
benchmarks with GCC 4.4.7 with options “-O3 -lm
-march = native,” enabling the use of SIMD instructions
such as MMX, SSE, SSE2, SSE4.1, and SSE4.2.

2) GPU: The GPU baseline is a modern GPU card
(NVIDIA K20M, 5 GB GDDR5, 3.52 TFlops peak in
28 nm technology); we use the Caffe library, since
it is widely regarded as the fastest CNN library
for GPU [37].

3) Accelerator: To make the comparison fair and adapted
to the embedded scenario, we resized our previous work,
i.e., DianNao [11] to have a comparable amount of arith-
metic operators as our design—i.e., we implemented an
8×8 DianNao-NFU (eight hardware neurons, each pro-
cesses eight input neurons and eight synapses per cycle)
with a 62.5 GB/s bandwidth memory model instead of
the original 16×16 DianNao-NFU with 250 GB/s band-
width memory model (unrealistic in a vision sensor).
We correspondingly shrank the sizes of on-chip buffers
by half in our reimplementation of DianNao: 1 KB
NBin/NBout and 16 KB SB. We have verified that our
implementation is roughly fitting to the original design.
For instance, we obtained an area of 1.38 mm2 for
our reimplementation versus 3.02 mm2 for the original
DianNao [11], which tracks well the ratio in computing
and storage resources.

B. Benchmarks

We collected ten CNNs from representative visual recogni-
tion applications and used them as our benchmarks (CNP [27],
MPCNN [28], Face Recog. [29], LeNet-5 [12], Simple
Conv [30], CFF [31], NEO [32], ConvNN [33], Gabor [34],
and Face Align [35]). Among all layers of all benchmarks,
input neurons consume at most 45 KB, and synapses consume
at most 118 KB, which do not exceed the SRAM capacities
of our design (Table II).

IX. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Layout Characteristics

We present in Tables II and III the parameters and layout
characteristics of the current ShiDianNao version, respectively.
ShiDianNao has 8 × 8 (64) PEs and a 64 KB NBin, a 64 KB
NBout, a 300 KB SB, and a 32 KB IB. The overall SRAM
capacity of ShiDianNao is 460 KB (17.7× larger than that of
DianNao), in order to simultaneously store all data and instruc-
tions for a practical CNN. Yet, the total area of ShiDianNao
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TABLE II
PARAMETER SETTINGS OF SHIDIANNAO AND DIANNAO

TABLE III
HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS OF SHIDIANNAO AT 1 GHZ, WHERE

POWER AND ENERGY ARE AVERAGED OVER TEN BENCHMARKS

Fig. 19. Speedup of GPU, DianNao, and ShiDianNao over the CPU.

is only 4.30× larger than that of DianNao (5.94 mm2 versus
1.38 mm2).

B. Performance

We compare ShiDianNao against the CPU, the GPU, and
DianNao on all benchmarks listed in Section VIII. The results
are shown in Fig. 19. Unsurprisingly, ShiDianNao significantly
outperforms the general purpose architectures and is, on aver-
age, 46.38 × faster than the CPU and 28.94× faster than the
GPU. In particular, the GPU cannot take full advantage of its
high computational power because the small computational
kernels of the visual recognition tasks listed in Table I map
poorly on its 2496 hardware threads.

More interestingly, ShiDianNao also outperforms our accel-
erator baseline on nine out of ten benchmarks (1.87× faster on
average on all ten benchmarks). There are two main reasons
for that: first, compared to DianNao, ShiDianNao eliminates
off-chip memory accesses during execution, thanks to a suf-
ficiently large SRAM capacity and a correspondingly slightly
higher cost. Second, ShiDianNao efficiently exploits the local-
ity of 2-D feature maps with its dedicated SRAM controllers
and its inter-PE data reuse mechanism; DianNao, on the other
hand, cannot make good use of that locality.

ShiDianNao performs slightly worse than the accelera-
tor baseline on benchmark Simple Conv. The issue is that
ShiDianNao works on a single output feature map at a time and
each PE works on a single output neuron of the feature map.

Fig. 20. Energy cost of GPU, DianNao, and ShiDianNao.

Therefore, when most of an application consists of uncom-
monly small output feature maps with fewer output neurons
than implemented PEs (e.g., 5 × 5 in the C2 layer of bench-
mark Simple Conv for 8 × 8 PEs in the current accelerator
design), some PEs will be idle. Although we played with the
idea of alleviating this issue by adding complicated control
logic to each PE and allowing different PEs to simultaneously
work on different feature maps, we ultimately decided against
this option as it appeared a poor tradeoff with a detrimental
impact on the programming model.

Concerning the ability of ShiDianNao to process in real time
a stream of frames from a sensor with a native overlapped seg-
mentation way, the longest time to process a 640 × 480 video
frame is for benchmark MPCNN which requires 0.079 ms
to process a 32 × 32-pixel region. Since each frame con-
tains �(640 − 16)/16� × �(480 − 16)/16� = 1131 such
regions (overlapped by 16 pixels, half of the region size),
a frame takes a little more than 89 ms to process, resulting
in a speed of 11 frames/s for the most demanding bench-
mark. Since typical commercial sensors can stream data at a
desired rate and since streaming speed can thus be matched
to the processing rate, the partial frame buffer must store
only the parts of the image reused across overlapping regions.
This is of the order of a few tens of pixel rows and fits
well the 256 KB of commercial image processors. Although
apparently low, the 640 × 480 resolution is in line with the
fact that usually images are resized in certain range before
processing [16], [23], [38], [39].

C. Energy

In Fig. 20, we report the energy consumed by GPU,
DianNao, and ShiDianNao, inclusive of main memory
accesses to obtain the input data. Even if ShiDianNao is not
meant to access DRAM, we have conservatively included
main memory accesses for the sake of a fair comparison.
ShiDianNao is on average 3734.60× and 54.46× more energy
efficient than GPU and DianNao, respectively. We also eval-
uate an ideal version of DianNao (DianNao-FreeMem, see
Fig. 20), where we assume that main memory accesses incur
no energy cost. Interestingly, we observe that ShiDianNao
is still 1.41× more energy efficient than DianNao-FreeMem.
Moreover, when ShiDianNao is integrated in an embed-
ded vision sensor and frames are stored directly into its
NBin, the superiority is even more significant. In this setting,
ShiDianNao is 72.56× and 1.88× more energy efficient than
DianNao and DianNao-FreeMem, respectively.

We illustrate in Table III the breakdown of the energy
consumed by our design. We observe that four SRAM
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Fig. 21. IME: sub-block searching. FME: up-sampling.

TABLE IV
HARDWARE COMPARISON

buffers account for only 13.61% the overall energy, and the
rest is consumed by the logic (81.47%). This is signifi-
cantly different from Chen et al.’s [11] observation made on
DianNao, where more than 95% of the energy is consumed
by the DRAM.

D. Applying ShiDianNao to Traditional Video
Processing Tasks

By shifting the vision processing closer to the sensor,
ShiDianNao eliminates most of the DRAM accesses, which
significantly improves the efficiency of vision recognition
tasks. In line with this philosophy, ShiDianNao can also
be applied to traditional vision processing tasks, such as
Demosaic, Bayer construction, motion estimation [40], and
so on, because characteristics of these tasks fit ShiDianNao
naturally. In the remain of this section, we take motion esti-
mation, a time-consuming step accounting for ∼90% the
computation time of video encoding [1], [41], as the driving
example.

Specifically, in video standards (such as H.264), each
frame is divided into blocks and further into sub-blocks. For
each block/sub-block in the current frame, motion estima-
tion finds the best-matching block/sub-block within a certain
search area of the reference frame. The matching opera-
tion is performed in terms of original pixels and then in
terms of fractional pixels, where fractional pixels are gener-
ated by up-sampling the original pixels. The two steps are
known as integer motion estimation and fractional motion
estimation (FME), see Fig. 21. The matching operation itself
can be formulated as convolutional operations between current
frame and reference frame, which can be efficiently accommo-
dated with ShiDianNao. Moreover, the up-sampling operation
for generating fractional pixels is formulated as pure convolu-
tions, thus can be efficiently accommodated with ShiDianNao
as well.

We report the results of ShiDianNao against ME_ACC [42],
a motion estimation accelerator fabricated at 65 nm tech-
nology, on five popular 1080p (1920×1080) sequences
(Basketball, Rush_Hour, Cactus, Pedestrian, Sunflower, and
Riverbed), see Tables IV and V. We observed that ShiDianNao
is not as efficient as ME_ACC in terms of area, power of
motion estimation, which is in line with the conclusion made
by Qadeer et al. [43]. We also notice a 0.1% PNSR loss
and 1.7% BitRate increase when compared against the stan-
dard compress algorithm (with typical 32 × 32 search area).

TABLE V
RESULTS (COMPARED AGAINST DEFAULT

SETTING OVER SIX BENCHMARKS)

Fig. 22. Execution cycles of varying #PE implemented (#PE = Px × Py).

Yet, this example demonstrates that the application scope
of ShiDianNao is not restricted to neural networks, and
can potentially be generalized to broader video processing
tasks.

X. SHIDIANNAO+: MULTICORE
EXTENSION OF SHIDIANNAO

The growing capability of sensor provides video streams
with higher resolution and frame rate in mobile ends and wear-
able devices, thus it poses great challenges to real-time video
processing. Although the current design of ShiDianNao can
smoothly process 640×480 video streams at 11 frames/s with
MPCNN, it is not sufficiently efficient for video streams, e.g.,
with a resolution higher as 640 × 480 or an frames/s higher
than 11.

A. Increasing the Number of PEs: Intuitive Idea

An intuitive and immediate solution is to increase the num-
ber of PEs in ShiDianNao. We evaluated it with an empirical
study, where we varied the number of PEs in ShiDianNao
from 4 to 256 without modifying other parts of the accelera-
tor architecture, and estimated it on ten benchmarks introduced
in Section VIII. We reported performance results in Fig. 22,
and we observed that the execution time with respect to each
benchmark does not decrease proportionally to the number
of PEs. Potential reasons are twofold. First, although most
computations are performed concurrently, nonlinear opera-
tions are still computed sequentially as there is only a single
ALU in the current design. Second, implementing more PEs
in ShiDianNao may not always improve the performance.
For instance, when the number of PEs is larger than the
size of output feature map in convolutional layer, the exe-
cution time will not be reduced even we add more PEs in
ShiDianNao.

B. Increasing the Number of ALUs

In order to elevate the performance of ShiDianNao, we add
more ALUs in ShiDianNao to concurrently perform nonlinear
operations. We evaluated ShiDianNao with the number of PEs
varying from 2×2 to 16×16, and the number of ALUs from
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Fig. 23. Speedup of ShiDianNao with #Py ALU versus #1 ALU.

Fig. 24. ShiDianNao+ architecture.

2 to 16 on the ten benchmarks, and reported the performance
results in Fig. 23. With an area of 0.015 mm2 (2.3% of the
NFU module) of an ALU module, we are able to implement
Py ALUs and enable 1.01× to 4.09× performance improve-
ment averaging on ten benchmarks; 1.62× for ShiDianNao
with 8 × 8 PEs. Yet, the performance improvement is still
not sufficient to achieve, e.g., 10 frames/s for recognizing a
1280×720 video stream with MPCNN. In a nutshell, it is not a
satisfactory solution to tackle high-resolution and high-frame-
rate video streams via simply adding more PEs and ALUs to
ShiDianNao.

C. ShiDianNao+: Architecture, Mappping, and Evaluation

In this section, we propose ShiDianNao+, a multicore
extension of ShiDianNao, to perform visual recognition on
video stream with high resolution and high frame rate.

1) ShiDianNao+ (Architecture): We illustrate the archi-
tecture of ShiDianNao+ in Fig. 24. ShiDianNao+ extends
ShiDianNao by integrating multiple cores in the NFU, each
core consists of an array of Px × Py PEs as well as Py ALUs.
ShiDianNao+ enables better performance on visual recog-
nition than ShiDianNao, because: 1) the multicore settings
in ShiDianNao+ allows different output feature maps to be
computed in parallel and 2) the abundant ALUs integrated
in each core allow nonlinear operations to be performed in
parallel. We select the same data width as in ShiDianNao to
avoid the costly super width data bus between storage and
NFU, as well as to provide good scalability of core num-
ber. All the cores are connected to storage through shared bus
lines to reduce the connection complexity. Data from NB are
shared among enabled cores while data write-back are sequen-
tial among different cores through shared bus line; only SB can
be accessed by different cores with different addresses but at
different cycles deliberately through shared bus. We also mod-
ified the decoder module to allow ShiDianNao to select core
for execution.

2) Mapping in ShiDianNao+: In a typical convolutional
layer as shown in Fig. 25(a), multiple output feature maps,

(a) (b)

Fig. 25. ShiDianNao+ scheduling in convolutional layer. (a) ShiDianNao+
scheduling in convolutional layer. (b) Convolutional layer mapping in
ShiDianNao+.

TABLE VI
HARDWARE CHARACTERISTICS OF SHIDIANNAO+ (POWER AND ENERGY

ARE AVERAGED OVER TEN BENCHMARKS)

say Nc, can be computed simultaneously with Nc cores in
ShiDianNao+, using a shared input feature map. The com-
putations of neurons on the same output feature map, which
are mapped on one of the Nc cores, are scheduled same as
1-core ShiDianNao. Each core will insist work on its output
feature map and not move to next one until the current output
feature map has been constructed. As illustrated in Fig. 25(b),
an input feature map is fetch from NBin and broadcasts to
all Nc cores while private convolutional kernels are fetched
separately. In most cases, the kernel size is smaller than the
feature map and kernel values are shared among a certain pair
input/output feature maps. This, together with the fact that
each connection between input and output feature maps are
sharing a kernel thus the kernel need to be loaded only once
for computing, leads to a negligible cycle costs.

Different from convolutional layer, we map pooling layer
and classifier layer to only one of the cores to keep the sim-
plicity of such less computation intensive layers. However,
ShiDianNao+ can still enable performance improvement with
scalability mainly from convolutional layer which consists
the largest proportion of computation in a CNN. Thus, we
enable only one core for such layers in our experiments in
this paper.

3) Evaluating ShiDianNao+: We vary the number of NFU
cores in ShiDianNao+ (from 1 to 4, each has 8×8 PEs), while
fixing sizes of NBin, NBout and SB to be 64 KB, 64 KB, and
300 KB, respectively. We take ShiDianNao as the baseline,
and report the results in Tables III and VI. We observed that
NFU in ShiDianNao takes only 11% area but 81% energy
cost, thus it leads to modest extra area cost of multicore
design. The 1-core, 2-core, 3-core, and 4-core implementa-
tions of ShiDianNao+ cost consume 1.51%, 14.98%, 28.79%,
and 43.10% more area than ShiDianNao, respectively.

a) Performance: We report the performance of
ShiDianNao+ obtained by 1-core, 2-core, 3-core, and 4-core,
and compare ShiDianNao+ against ShiDianNao in terms
of the performance on ten benchmarks in Fig. 26, where
ShiDianNao+ can achieve 1.62×, 2.29×, 2.87×, and 3.68×
performance improvement, respectively. We note that the
1-core ShiDianNao+ which adds 8 ALUs to the original
ShiDianNao performs better than 2-core ShiDianNao+ with
benchmark Face Reco and ConvNN, which is mainly due to
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Fig. 26. Speedup of ShiDianNao+.

Fig. 27. Energy cost on ten benchmarks.

Fig. 28. Energy breakdown of ShiDianNao+ (Bar in each cluster:
1-core NFU, 2-core NFU, 3-core NFU, and 4-core NFU).

the mapping strategy we chose. Without loss of generality,
we treat a convolutional layer as a fully connected layer
where each input feature map will contribute to all output
feature maps via convolutions; those originally nonexisting
connections are now deemed as all-zero kernels. Moreover, it
also leads to a mapping that is consistent for ShiDianNao+
versions with different number of cores. In particular, 1-core
ShiDianNao+ can benefit from omitting the computation
where kernels having zero values. Thus, 1-core ShiDianNao+
only computes the 125 connections in C3 layer of Face Reco.
which has 20 input feature maps and 25 output feature
maps, while 2-core ShiDianNao+ have to compute the 500
(25×20) connections. With regard to the real-time processing
of video stream, the 1-core, 2-core, 3-core, and 4-core version
of ShiDianNao+ are able to achieve, e.g., 25, 35, 44, and
56 frames/s for a 1280 × 720 video stream averaging on the
ten benchmarks in the naive overlapped segmentation way.
With the elevated performance, ShiDianNao+ is capable
of handling more complex dealing with video stream in
real-time.

b) Energy: Evaluated with the same methodology as
ShiDianNao, we report the energy cost consumed by
ShiDianNao+ in Fig. 27 and Table VI. We observed that

increasing the number of cores does not reduce the energy
consumption of ShiDianNao+, mainly because the costs of
added cores can be well balanced by the speedup of per-
formance. When integrating more cores, the energy spent
on NFU increases but the energy for reading input fea-
ture maps may reduce as loading times reduces. In total,
1-core, 2-core, 3-core, and 4-core ShiDianNao+ achieve about
20.15%, 18.33%, 11.94%, and 16.95% energy savings against
ShiDianNao. The average SRAM energy cost ratio over the
ten benchmark reduces as the core number increases: 15.82%,
11.68%, 9.38%, and 8.84% against 13.61% of ShiDianNao,
see the energy breakdown in Fig. 28. Overall, ShiDianNao+
provides an energy-efficient and scalable design for high-
performance purpose.

XI. RELATED WORK

A. Visual Sensor and Processing

Due to the rapid development of integrated circuits and
sensor technologies, the size and cost of a vision sensor
quickly scales down, which offers a great opportunity to inte-
grate higher-resolution sensors in mobile ends and wearable
devices (e.g., Google Glass [44] and Samsung Gear [45]).
Under emerging application scenarios such as image recog-
nition/search [44], [46], however, end devices do not locally
perform intensive visual processing on images captured by
sensors, due to the limited computational capacity and power
budget. Instead, computation-intensive visual processing algo-
rithms like CNNs [29], [31], [34], [47] are performed at the
sever end, leading to considerable workloads to the server,
which greatly limits the QoS and, ultimately, the growth of
end users. This paper partially bridges this gap by shifting
visual processing closer to sensors.

B. Neural Network Accelerators

Neural networks were conventionally executed on
CPUs [48], [49], and GPUs [50]–[52]. These platforms
can flexibly adapt to various workloads, but the flexibility
is achieved at a large fraction of transistors, significantly
affecting the energy-efficiency of executing specific work-
loads such as CNNs. After a first wave of designs at the
end of the last century [24], there have also been a few
more modern application-specific accelerator architectures
for various neural networks, with implementations on either
field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) [27], [53], [54]
or ASICs [2], [11], [23]. For CNNs, Farabet et al. [23]
proposed a systolic architecture called NeuFlow architecture,
Chakradhar et al. [49] designed a systolic-like coprocessor.
Although effective to handle 2-D convolution in signal
processing [55]–[58], systolic architectures do not provide
sufficient flexibility and efficiency to support different settings
of CNNs [23], [49], [53], [59], which is exemplified by
their strict restrictions on CNN parameters (e.g., size of
convolutional window, step size of window sliding, etc.),
as well as their high memory bandwidth requirements.
There have been some neural network accelerators adopting
SIMD-like architectures. Esmaeilzadeh et al. [60] proposed
a neural network stream processing core with an array of
PEs, but the released version is still designed for MLPs.
Peemen et al. [61] proposed to accelerate CNNs with an
FPGA accelerator controlled by a host processor. Although
this accelerator is equipped with a memory subsystem
customized for CNNs, the requirement of a host processor
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limits the overall energy efficiency. Gokhale et al. [62]
designed a mobile coprocessor for visual processing at
mobile devices, which supports both CNNs and DNNs. The
above studies did not treat main memory accesses as the
first-order concern, or directly linked the computational block
to the main memory via a direct memory access. Recently,
some of us [11] designed dedicated on-chip SRAM buffers
to reduce main memory accesses, and the proposed DianNao
accelerator cover a broad range of neural networks including
CNNs. However, in order to flexibly support different neural
networks, DianNao does not implement specialized hardware
to exploit data locality of 2-D feature maps in a CNN, but
instead treats them as 1-D data vectors in common MLPs.
Therefore, DianNao still needs frequent memory accesses
to execute a CNN, which is less energy efficient than our
design (see Section IX for experimental comparisons).
Recent members of the DianNao family [63], [64] have been
optimized for large-scale neural networks and classic machine
learning techniques, respectively. However, they are not
designed for embedded applications, and their architectures
are significantly different from the ShiDianNao architecture.

C. Irregular Neural Networks

Recent works have shown a great potential for DNNs to
reduce the capacity of synapses. Han et al [56] proposed to
obtain sparse deep neural networks by pruning the synapses
and neurons. Rastegari [49] proposed a binary CNNs which can
reduce the capacity of synapses in feed-forward path drastically.
Although ShiDianNao is able to directly process such irregular
neural networks, for example, the pruned synapses in SNN can
be fed into ShiDianNao with zero values, and the outputs of
each layer BNN can be treated as binary values, ShiDianNao
can greatly benefit from such irregular neural networks with
trivial extension. For example, an encoder/decoder module can
be integrated into ShiDianNao to greatly reduce the off-chip
memory access for processing the sparse neural networks.

Our design is substantially different from previous studies
in two aspects. First, unlike previous designs requiring mem-
ory accesses to get data, our design does not access to the
main memory when executing a CNN. Second, unlike pre-
vious systolic designs supporting a single CNN with a fixed
parameter and layer setting [23], [49], [53], [59], or a single
convolutional layer with fixed parameters, our design flexibly
accommodates different CNNs with different parameter and
layer settings. Due to these attractive features, our design is
more energy-efficient than previous designs on CNNs, thus
particularly suits visual recognition in embedded systems.

XII. CONCLUSION

We designed a versatile accelerator for state-of-the-art visual
recognition algorithms. Averaged on ten representative bench-
marks, our design is, respectively, about 50×, 30×, and 1.87×
faster than a mainstream CPU, a GPU, and our own reim-
plementation of the DianNao neural network accelerator [11].
ShiDianNao consumes only about 3700× and 54× less energy
than the GPU and DianNao, respectively. ShiDian has an
area of 5.94 mm2 in a 65 nm process and consumes only
336.51 mW at 1 GHz. Thanks to its high performance, its low
power consumption, as well as its small area, ShiDianNao
particularly suits visual applications at mobile ends and wear-
able devices. We further proposed ShiDianNao+ aiming to
tackle the performance bottleneck but still with high efficiency.

Our accelerator is suitable for integration in such devices,
on the streaming path from sensors to hosts. This would
significantly reduce workloads at servers, greatly enhance the
QoS of emerging visual applications, and eventually contribute
to the ubiquitous success of visual processing.
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